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Abstract—Electrical batteries are able to provide a wide range
of services to the electricity system. However, the main barrier
to their development is the cost, which can be overcome by
the provision of multiple services. This paper proposes a multi-
service framework where large-scale batteries are shared between
different users and use cases by defining operational metrics
such as multiplexing gain and probability of blocking. We apply
this framework to the specific case of sharing a battery between
two services: grid congestion management and Cloud Storage for
households. The proposed Cloud Storage service allows end users
to have access to virtual storage capacities, while taking advan-
tage of the flexibility of cloud services. An empirical analysis of
this model based on a large set of household consumption data in
California and a real grid use case from the French Transmission
System Operator (RTE) evaluates the economic value of multi-
service batteries providing Cloud Storage and grid congestion
management.
Index Terms—Large-scale batteries, multi-service operation,
grid congestion management, virtual storage, value stacking
I. INTRODUCTION
THE rapid penetration of non-dispatchable renewable en-ergy sources (RES) like wind and solar into the traditional
electricity grid requires significant development of flexibility
sources in the system including electrical batteries. The opti-
mal use of an electrical battery can be achieved by sharing its
capacity among different users with different use cases while
taking into account the potential conflicts between them in
access to the battery. Moreover, with lower installation and
capital costs per unit of capacity, both large batteries and value
stacking provide economies of scale.
Though the provision of multiple services by batteries has
been heavily studied in recent years, a defined architecture and
metrics to schedule and value the battery in a multi-service
framework is lacking. We address this issue by studying the
statistical multiplexing between different services as well as
service prioritization among them, such that the services with
lower priorities can be blocked by those of higher priorities.
To this end, we propose multiplexing gain and probability of
blocking as metrics to assess the value of multi-service.
We use our framework to study large-scale batteries shared
between two different use cases: high priority grid congestion
management for the system operator (the use case of RTE,
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the French Transmission System Operator (TSO), which will
install three batteries of 24MWh each by 2020 [1]), and
low priority Cloud Storage for households. Cloud Storage is
defined as a storage service that allows different end users
to have access to virtual storage capacities contracted with a
service provider, called a Cloud Storage Operator (CSO) who
operates centralized large-scale batteries. The agents and their
interactions under this setup are illustrated in Figure 1.
Fig. 1: Interactions between the different agents of the elec-
tricity system where the battery is used for Cloud Storage and
congestion management
The advantage of the Cloud Storage for the end users is that
while they operate these virtual batteries the same way they
would do with their own individual battery, mainly for behind
the meter energy arbitrage, they enjoy lower costs thanks
to sharing and economy of scale as well as the flexibility
convenience of cloud services (e.g. they can adjust their virtual
storage capacities over time). Moreover, Cloud Storage does
not have the problems of behind the meter batteries such as
risk of fire, need for available space or moving the battery at
each relocation.
In order to define a sound business model for Cloud Storage,
several challenges need to be addressed:
Households portfolio selection for statistical multiplex-
ing. As the battery operation relies on the aggregation of
multiple end users, the business model is very dependent
on the diversity of the storage users which results in
statistical multiplexing. This allows an initial level of
overbooking, which means the CSO can offer a virtual
storage capacity greater than the one physically installed.
Thus, the first question for the CSO is the portfolio of
end users to target in order to have maximum statistical
multiplexing.
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2Impact of access to external resources and probabil-
ity of blocking. The second question arises when the
battery has access to external resources. The CSO may
offer even more virtual storage capacity and use external
energy resources to cover its commitment whenever the
physical battery is limiting or blocking. This allows for
an additional level of overbooking but at the cost of
buying electricity from external resources. Thus, a second
question for the CSO is finding the optimal trade-off
between increasing overbooking and reducing the cost of
blocking.
Contract design. Finally, in order to get the end users
involved, the CSO should offer a menu of contracts for
different virtual battery sizes at different costs, and each
end user can choose which offer best suits him. Upon
signing the contract, the end user can operate his virtual
storage capacity the same way he would do with his own
behind the meter battery. This leads to the question of how
the CSO should define the menu of contracts in order to
realize his desired operation.
The contribution of this paper is the following. First, we
introduce operational metrics for assessing the value of a
battery used for multiple services including multiplexing gain
and probability of blocking. We then use these metrics to
propose Cloud Storage as a new business model to share
electrical batteries among multiple end users in a multi-
service framework. We determine both the CSO’s and the
households’ optimization problems. Finally, we present an
empirical analysis of this model based on a large set of
household consumption data in California and a real grid use
case from the French Transmission System Operator (RTE) to
study its economic interest.
Based on our findings, the first recommendation for the
CSO would be to target end users with a diversity of net load
profiles or facing different electricity rates in order to increase
the statistical multiplexing. Then, adding access to external
resources would increase the CSO’s profit even more. Finally,
to improve the synergy between Cloud Storage and congestion
management, the CSO should target end users whose charging
or discharging profiles are correlated with congestion events
so that the battery can provide Cloud Storage and congestion
management services simultaneously.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A
literature review is presented in Section II, giving insights on
the state of the art for battery operation as well as a parallel
with inspiring models. Section III presents the model and
the optimization problems. We first model the agents and the
industry in Section III-A. Using this model, we present the
CSO’s and the households’ optimization problems in Section
III-B. We then provide a discussion of the main assumptions
of the model in Section III-C. Section IV describes the data
set used in the simulations. Section V defines the operational
metrics used for Cloud Storage. Section VI studies the case
where the battery is only used for Cloud Storage, illustrating
the gain that can be driven from sharing a battery among
different end users, and then demonstrating with empirical
results how access to external energy resources to compensate
for the battery limitations impacts the business model. Section
VII looks at the multi-service problem with both Cloud
Storage and grid congestion management. Finally, Section VIII
concludes and gives directions for future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Recent technological developments along with new chal-
lenges raised by an increased penetration of renewable energy
sources have triggered many works on grid applications of
energy storage systems and their synergies [2–15]. These
references propose approaches to provide multiple services
but differ in the types of services they focus on. In addition
to providing multiple services, batteries can also be shared
between several users. The sharing potential of behind the
meter storage resources is explored in [16] and [17]. Though
the effectiveness of combining several services and users has
been studied for specific use cases, the idea of stacking mul-
tiple services and users across several batteries has not been
studied in the literature, and a general architecture and metrics
to schedule and value the battery in a multi-service framework
is lacking. Operational metrics such as multiplexing gain and
probability of blocking are introduced in this paper.
Both studies [18] and [19] give an exhaustive review of
battery use cases. While the provision of behind the meter
energy arbitrage at the customer level by large scale batteries
is not presented, [20] proposes a business model for grid-scale
energy storage resources which provide storage services to
residential and small commercial consumers. In this paper,
we complement the use case presented in [20] by combining
it with grid congestion management and by using operational
metrics to assess this setup. The contract design problem and
an empirical analysis are provided as well.
In order to better understand the motivation behind Cloud
Storage, it is important to look at the literature of related
businesses: cloud computing and sharing economy. [21] pro-
vides a state of the art of the main concepts behind cloud
computing, which offers cost effective services to customers
through the multiplexing of resources and economy of scale,
as well as flexibility and reliability. [22] explores people’s
motivations to participate in the sharing economy. Though
parallels can be made with cloud computing and sharing
economy, Cloud Storage has the advantages of offering a
homogeneous commodity and having the ability to access
external sources of electricity. The latter makes lack of service
possible which increases the gain through overbooking.
III. MODEL AND OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
We model the Cloud Storage business as a two-stage
game between the CSO and the households. In Section III-A
we model the agents. Then, we present the CSO’s and the
households’ optimization problems in Section III-B. We finally
provide a discussion of the main assumptions of the model in
Section III-C.
A. Model
Consider a time horizon T and a system consisting of N
households which have a virtual battery, one Cloud Storage
3Operator (CSO), one electricity supplier, one wholesale pro-
ducer, one distributor and one system operator. In this paper,
the CSO is different than the system operator. Note that in
some regions, the supplier and distributor are the same entity,
usually called the utility. Under this set up we assume that the
battery is used for grid services by the system operator and
for virtual storage by the CSO, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The load of household i is inelastic and is denoted by dhi,t at
hour t, where superscript h is the notation for the households’
parameters. The household’s distributed generation (rooftop
solar) at time t is ghi,t. d
h
i,t and g
h
i,t, t ∈ T form a random
process. The virtual storage service is provided by the CSO
and the household decides how to operate his virtual battery.
We denote the size of the virtual battery of household i by
chi and its power rate by r
h
i . At time t, the virtual battery
operation is defined by a virtual state of charge shi,t and the
power charged/discharged in the virtual battery is denoted by
ahi,t. Note that the time step considered in the model is one
hour, so that the amount of energy charged during each time
step can be interpreted as the power flow ahi,t.
For the sake of simplicity, we exclude fixed charges in the
tariff when computing household electricity bills. Thus, the
difference (dhi,t − ghi,t + ahi,t), denoted by d˜hi,t, is the amount
that household i is billed by the electricity supplier at time t
with the price pht . This way the virtual battery is similar to
a behind the meter battery from the household’s perspective.
pht is equal to the retail price (e.g. time of use tariff) also
denoted by prt which may be different depending on the sign
of the injection. Household i’s total payment over period T is
denoted by κhi and is equal to
κhi =
∑
t∈T
(
pr+t × [d˜hi,t]+ − pr−t × [d˜hi,t]−
)
(1)
where [.]+ is the positive part and [.]− is the negative part so
that, for any z ∈ R, z = [z]+ − [z]−.
The information vector at time t is xhi,t = (s
h
i,t−1, a
h
i,1, ...,
ahi,t−1, d
h
i,1, ..., d
h
i,t, g
h
i,1, ..., g
h
i,t). Consider the space of x
h
i,t to
be Xhi,t and the space of a
h
i,t with A
h
i,t. Then, the strategy
of running the virtual battery σhi,t is a function that maps
Xhi,t to A
h
i,t. We denote by Σ
h
i,t the set of all strategies that
map the information space of household i at time t to the
battery charge/discharge space. Also, we assume households
can use their virtual battery for energy arbitrage beyond their
net demand, meaning they can store electricity in their virtual
battery at cheap retail rates to use during period with higher
retail rates.
We now consider a large-scale battery located at the same
substation as the N households. Thus, there is no impact of
grid congestions on the households’ access to the battery. We
denote the size of the battery by cb and its power rate by rb,
where superscript b is the notation for the battery’s parameters.
Apart from Section VII, we assume that the battery capacity
available for Cloud Storage is constant across time and equal to
cb and rb. In the case where the battery is used for congestion
management, the residual battery capacity available for Cloud
Storage varies with time and the notations become cbt and r
b
t .
At time t, the battery operation is defined by a state
of charge sbt and the amount of electricity charged or dis-
charged abt . We assume that the battery round-trip efficiency
is equal to 1. Round-trip losses may be included in a more
detailed analysis.1 At time t, the information vector is xbt =
(sbt−1, a
b
1, ..., a
b
t−1) and we consider the space of x
b
t to be X
b
t
and the space of abt with A
b
t . Then, the strategy of running the
battery σbt ∈ Σbt is a function that maps Xbt to Abt , where Σbt
is the set of all strategies at t.
We assume the investment cost for a battery of size cb
and maximum power rate rb is Cb(cb, rb), and we denote
by Cbeq(c
b, rb) the equivalent annual investment cost over the
battery lifetime. We use the linear form introduced in Section
IV, which has a lower cost per kWh than small individual
batteries. Thus, the large-scale batteries benefit from economy
of scale. We also assume the running cost of the battery is
negligible.
The electricity supplier buys the electricity at the wholesale
price pwt and sells it to customers at the retail rate p
r
t , while
the distributor delivers it from the substation to the connection
point.
In the case where the battery is also used for congestion
management, the system operator sends commands to the
battery. Then, the battery prioritizes between commands from
the system operator and the CSO. Thus, the battery capacity
is shared between congestion management and Cloud Storage
service.
B. Problem Statement
The Cloud Storage service can be defined by a contract
between the CSO and the end users, where the CSO offers
a menu of different virtual battery sizes (ck, rk) at a price
qk over a certain period, and each end user can operate his
virtual storage the same way he would with his own behind
the meter battery. We model their interactions by considering a
principal-agent setup in the form of a two-stage game between
the CSO and the households. The CSO first decides the size
of the battery he wants to install, and what set of contracts to
propose to the households for leasing the virtual battery. Each
household in turn decides how much virtual battery to rent and
how to use it. Then, the CSO schedules the battery operation
considering the signed contracts and households’ use of their
virtual batteries.
We first study the households’ problem. Household i
chooses its virtual battery size (chi , r
h
i ) from the contract menu
Q = {(qk, ck, rk)}k∈K and its optimal strategy for operating
the virtual battery σhi,t
∗
, t ∈ T based on optimization (2).
It has to find a trade-off between the savings it gains from
energy arbitrage on its electricity bill through the use of its
virtual battery and the Cloud Storage fee. The first part of the
objective function (2a) corresponds to the cost associated with
the contracted virtual storage capacity, while the second part
1Note that the battery round-trip losses are different from the virtual losses
due to aggregation. For the sake of simplicity, we fix the efficiency of the
virtual batteries to 1 so that the CSO is responsible for the losses.
4is the expected electricity bill. The expected electricity bill
decreases when the storage capacity increases.
pih∗i = min
(qhi ,c
h
i ,r
h
i )∈Q,σhi,t∈Σhi,t
qhi + E[κ
h
i ] (2a)
subject to − rhi ≤ ahi,t ≤ rhi (2b)
0 ≤ shi,t ≤ chi (2c)
shi,t = s
h
i,t−1 + a
h
i,t (2d)
The first constraint (2b) corresponds to the maximum charge
and discharge rates, while the second constraint (2c) relates to
the minimum and maximum states of charge. Finally, Equation
(2d) defines the dynamics of the battery. The solution to the
above problem gives ch∗i , r
h∗
i , σ
h∗
i,t which determine the virtual
battery characteristics and its use by the household.
Next, the CSO determines the contract menu Q and the
optimal battery investment and operation. The CSO may offer
more virtual storage capacity than physically available in order
to take advantage of the negative correlations between different
users. However, there can be times where there is a mismatch
between the aggregated virtual command
∑
i a
h
i,t and the
battery command abt . In these cases, the CSO needs to get the
missing electricity from external resources at price pbt . Thus,
the CSO’s problem is given by the following optimization
problem
picso∗ = max
cb∈R+,rb∈R+,(qhi ,chi ,rhi )∈Q,σbt∈Σbt
−Cbeq(cb, rb)
+
∑
i∈N
qhi + E
{∑
t∈T
pbt ×
(∑
i∈N
ah∗i,t − abt
)}
(3a)
subject to − rb ≤ abt ≤ rb (3b)
0 ≤ sbt ≤ cb (3c)
sbt = s
b
t−1 + a
b
t (3d)
The first part of the objective function (3a) corresponds to the
equivalent battery investment cost over the considered period,
the second part is the revenue from the contracts i ∈ N , then
the last part is the expected cost from the mismatches between
the virtual command and the battery schedule. For instance,
if the CSO has access to external resources at price pbt , when
the battery is empty and users want to discharge their virtual
storage, the CSO will buy the missing energy at price pbt .
Similarly, the CSO will sell the energy it cannot store in the
battery at price pbt if the battery is full and households want to
charge their virtual battery. In the case where the CSO does
not have access to external resources, as described in Section
VI-A, it should ensure that the battery capacity is large enough
to follow the aggregated virtual command at all times.
C. Discussion of the Model
We now discuss the assumptions in the model and their
validity.
We assume that the CSO, the electricity supplier and
the distributor share data from smart meters so that virtual
metering is possible. We define virtual metering as a means
to allocate different electricity sources in the final bill, i.e.
differentiate the part of electricity that comes from the virtual
battery from the part delivered by the supplier, though it is
physically the same flow of electricity at the connection point.
Respectively, the part of the injected electricity that is charged
in the virtual battery should be accounted for2. For instance,
virtual net metering is already used in California as a bill
crediting system for community solar.
In addition to virtual metering, there should be a separation
between the energy cost for the consumption of electricity and
the grid access cost (distribution and transmission fees) in the
household’s bill. In that case, the electricity coming from the
virtual storage is not accounted for in the energy part of the
bill, while the grid fees apply to the total metered electricity.
All of these metering and billing assumptions will depend on
the regulatory structure between the electricity supplier, the
distributor and the CSO. The possibility to allow for virtual
metering is especially important in the case of a utility as there
is no separation between energy supply and distribution.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the CSO and the
end users face the same electricity prices, i.e. they have the
same retail tariff prt from the supplier. There can be different
rates for buying or selling electricity. The price at which the
households buy electricity is denoted by pr+t , and p
r−
t is the
price at which they may be able to sell electricity back to
the utility. Usually pr+t ≥ pr−t . When the power injection
is not compensated, surplus electricity is injected into the
grid at a zero price (pr−t = 0). Thus, there is an incentive
for households to have storage in order to store the surplus
from their solar rooftop generation and use it later, if possible,
during the peak period where the retail rate is higher. More
complex electricity pricing assumptions where the CSO can
access the wholesale market and buy/sell electricity at the
wholesale electricity price pwt will be considered in future
models.
Finally, in order to focus on evaluating the revenue from
the Cloud Storage service only, we assume that regulations
do not allow the CSO to do energy arbitrage, i.e. buying
and selling electricity from external resources beyond the
commands coming from the households when the physical
constraints of the battery do not force the CSO to buy or sell.
IV. DATA
Our study is based on actual smart meter data, solar irradi-
ance data, electricity price and tariff data, and grid data.
The household electricity consumption data, which repre-
sent hourly consumption of 100k residential smart meters for
a one-year period from August 2010 to July 2011, comes
from customers of Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)
in Northern California [23]. In addition to hourly electricity
consumption data, the data set also contains information on
the climate zone and zip code.
2Note that in the case where the battery is behind the meter, the use of
battery is automatically reflected in the metering. However, in the case of a
virtual battery, a charge/discharge on the virtual battery may not necessary
result in an action on the real battery.
5Historical solar irradiance data is available for ten weather
stations near the households in the data set. Rooftop PV
systems are sized according to CPUC’s zero net energy goals3.
PG&E’s time of use (TOU) rate4 is used for retail electricity
tariffs (see Table I). During holidays and weekends, all hours
are charged the off-peak rate.
TABLE I: PG&E’s E-TOU Option B
Period Off peak hours Peak hours (4pm-9pm)
June-September $0.25511/kWh $0.35817/kWh
October-May $0.20191/kWh $0.22071/kWh
We use the current battery investment cost function from
RTE report [26], where cb is the energy storage capacity and
rb is the maximum power rate:
Cb(cb, rb) = 175[k$/MW ]× rb + 395[k$/MWh]× cb (4)
Note that this cost function is only valid for large-scale bat-
teries. Small individual batteries such as the Tesla Powerwall
have a larger cost per kWh5, and do not benefit from economy
of scale.
Based on characteristics for small behind the meter and
large-scale batteries, we fix the energy/power ratio to either
2 or 4. While behind the meter batteries usually have a 4-
hour storage capacity, large-scale batteries are more diverse
depending on the grid application. In the case of RTE, batteries
with 24MWh energy storage capacity and 12MW power rate
will be installed for congestion management ([1], [27]). As
we are considering batteries for congestion management and
behind the meter energy arbitrage, an energy/power ratio of
either 2 or 4 is reasonable.
We use the RTE case to assess the residual capacity
available for Cloud Storage. In this study we had access to
RTE simulation data where large batteries are used for grid
congestion management. Grid congestion data is very specific
to the studied zone, however some generic parameters causing
congestion (e.g. wind or temperature) can be extracted and
correlated to the Cloud Storage operation. RTE has selected
three zones at the sub-transmission grid (63kV and 90kV)
for the installation of large batteries by 2020 in order to
manage grid congestion due to high renewable generation in
these zones. The residual capacity is calculated for a whole
year using RTE hourly injection data with projected installed
wind capacity in 2020. The injection data corresponds to
consumption and generation data on the different nodes of the
French network from 63kV to 400kV (around 6, 000 nodes).
V. DEFINITION OF OPERATIONAL METRICS
In this section, we define the multiplexing gain and the prob-
ability of blocking as operational metrics for understanding the
3The average annual electricity consumption in a building is equal to the
yearly renewable generation on site [24]
4PG&E’s E-TOU Option B [25]. The tiered tariff system is not considered
in this paper.
5Using the cost data from Tesla Powerwall, the total cost of installing 100
Powerwall of 13.5kWh each would range between 700k$ and 820k$, while
installing a large battery of the equivalent size would cost 660k$.
value of a battery in a general multi-service framework. Then,
we specify these metrics in the case of Cloud Storage and
discuss the major issues: statistical multiplexing, overbooking
and access to external resources.
Under a multi-service framework, a single battery is shared
between several services. We define the multiplexing gain of
the battery as follows
Definition 1. The multiplexing gain of a battery with storage
capacity cb which provides m different services s (s ∈ Sb)
such that cs is the storage capacity assigned to service s is
G =
∑
s∈Sb c
s − cb∑
s∈Sb cs
(5)
The multi-service architecture considered in this paper relies
on the prioritization of services for battery scheduling. Thus, a
service can be blocked by the battery depending on its priority
rank, i.e. the battery may not follow the schedule from this
service if it is already used for another service with higher
priority. Thus, we define the probability of blocking of service
s as a measure of the availability of the battery for this service
and denote it by
P s = P
([
|ast − abt | > 0
])
(6)
where (ast )t∈T is the schedule assigned to service s.
We now consider the case where Cloud Storage is provided
to N households, each with a virtual battery of size chi .
We denote the total virtual storage capacity by cv which is
equal to
∑
i∈N c
h
i . Thus, in the case of a battery used for
Cloud Storage, the general definition of the multiplexing gain
becomes
Gcs =
cv − cb
cv
(7)
And the multiplexing gain has the following characteristics
0 ≤ Gcs ≤ 1,
Gcs = 1 if there is no physical battery,
Gcs = 0 if cb = cv .
Definition 2. Under Cloud Storage, a blocking is an event
when there is a mismatch between the aggregated virtual
schedule and the battery schedule. During these occasions the
CSO needs to use external resources to cover the mismatches.
To have a complete representation of the blocking events
defined above, we describe them by a distribution which gives
information about their severity and a probability. Based on the
general definition, this probability can be written as follows
P cs = P
([
|
∑
i
ahi,t − abt | > 0
])
(8)
For a fixed set of households and a fixed virtual storage
capacity cv , reducing the battery capacity cb would increase
the multiplexing gain as well as the probability of blocking.
Overbooking occurs whenever cb < cv such that the CSO al-
locates more virtual storage capacity than physically available.
Overbooking is particularly interesting when there is a high
statistical multiplexing between the end users, which is also the
case in telecommunication. However, Cloud Storage presents
6the additional characteristic to access external resources when
there is a blocking event, which favors more overbooking.
Figure 2 illustrates the multiplexing gain and its relation to
the blocking probability in the case of Cloud Storage. When
the CSO does not have access to external resources such
that the probability of blocking is zero, the multiplexing gain
only comes from the correlation between households’ profiles,
also called statistical multiplexing (Gcs1 ). Then, this gain can
be increased when the CSO has access to external resources
thanks to a trade-off between the cost related to the blocking
events and the battery investment cost (Gcs2 ). Indeed, the CSO
may choose between buying an extra unit of storage capacity
to cover the blocking events with a certain probability or pay
the cost of blocking. Thus, we can interpret the multiplexing
gain as a function of the correlation between the households’
uses (statistical multiplexing) and the electricity prices (cost
of blocking).
Fig. 2: Illustration of the multiplexing gain for Cloud Storage
In the case where the CSO cannot do energy arbitrage,
the blocking events are caused by limiting constraints on the
physical battery only. They correspond to the times where the
battery power rate is limiting (either charging or discharging),
when the battery is full and cannot be charged or when it is
empty and cannot be discharged.
P cs = P
([
|
∑
i
ahi,t| > rb
]
∪
[
sbt−1 +
∑
i
ahi,t > c
b
]
∪
[
sbt−1 +
∑
i
ahi,t < 0
])
(9)
However, if the CSO has access to external resources and is
allowed to do energy arbitrage, he may choose not to follow
the aggregated virtual schedule and increase the probability of
blocking to arbitrate on the prices.
VI. CASE STUDY OF CLOUD STORAGE AS A SINGLE
SERVICE
In this section we study the case of using a large battery
only for Cloud Storage. We then study the combination of
Cloud Storage with grid congestion management in Section
VII. In the following, we study Cloud Storage in two stages.
In the first stage, we limit the CSO such that it does not
have access to external resources, i.e. P cs = 0, and measure
the multiplexing gain. In the second stage, we consider the
impact of accessing external resources on the multiplexing
gain and the probability of blocking. We show how the
diversity of household load and PV generation, as well as
the variety of arbitrage opportunities due to tariffs, impacts
the multiplexing gain. We also demonstrate how access to
external resources increases the profit of the CSO in addition
to statistical multiplexing. Thus, the proposed business model
can be comparable to other battery use cases.
We consider a set of households served by a CSO. We use
the optimization from problem (2) to determine the house-
holds’ decisions for sizing and using their virtual battery. Con-
sidering this, we use problem (3) to establish the investment
of the CSO and its strategy for running the physical battery.
We simulate two cases: first, the CSO does not have access to
external resources, while this is allowed in the second case.
Through the simulations, we assume the contracts are such
that the cost each household pays for its virtual battery is
equivalent to the amount it would have paid for a behind the
meter battery at the cost of a large scale battery technology,
i.e. with economy of scale.
In order to have a reasonably large virtual battery size (a few
MWh) we fix the number of households sharing the battery
to N = 1, 000. To select 1, 000 representative households
from the PG&E data set, we choose the three most populated
climate zones6 in the data set to keep a diversity of solar
irradiation data. Then, we perform a k-means clustering within
each selected zone to group households with similar load
shapes, among which we select a number of households repre-
sentative of the cluster size to obtain the 1, 000 representatives.
Finally, we check that the overall statistics (average, standard
deviation) of the sample set are coherent with the full set.
Note that the main parameters that define the virtual storage
operation are the households’ load and PV generation. Because
the households do not have rooftop PV in the data set, they
are clustered according to their load across the same climate
zone in order to keep homogeneous solar irradiation profiles.
The PV generation output is added afterwards based on the
assumptions presented in Section IV.
Considering the data in Section IV, we make the following
assumptions for the simulations. First, the households and the
CSO face the same electricity tariff, which is a time of use
tariff without power injection compensation policy (pr−t =
0). Different battery sizes are simulated for each household,
with a storage capacity of 10kWh, 20kWh or 30kWh and a
fixed ratio chi /r
h
i of 2 or 4. These are usual characteristics
for individual behind the meter batteries. As mentioned, we
simulate two different scenarios for the CSO. Section VI-A
discusses the case where the CSO does not have access to
external resources, which means there is no blocking, while
the CSO can access external resources but is not allowed to
do energy arbitrage in Section VI-B. The last assumption on
energy arbitrage is important to isolate the value of Cloud
Storage from the pricing arbitrage on its external resources.
A. Cloud Storage without access to external resources
In the case where the battery is only used for Cloud Storage
and the CSO does not have access to external resources, P cs =
0. This condition is added as a new constraint in the problem
6Building Climate Zones as defined by the California Energy Commission
[28]
7described in (3), which corresponds to the adequacy between
the aggregated virtual commands and the battery schedule and
can be expressed by abt =
∑
i∈N a
h∗
i,t . As a consequence, the
blocking cost in the objective function of (3) is equal to zero.
Solving the households’ problem (2) for the sizing and
operation of their virtual battery, we obtain the results in Table
II. Even under the most favorable scenario for storage adoption
(rooftop PV generation without compensation, pr−t = 0), the
cost of the virtual storage service is higher than the expected
savings for 43% of the households. Most of the households
choose a 10kWh virtual storage capacity, while only a few,
corresponding to households with large PV installations, have
economic incentive to get a larger one. All virtual batteries
have a 4-hour storage capacity. This is coherent with the
households’ need for storage under a time of use tariff, with a
4-hour peak period during which households want to discharge
at full rate. The total aggregated virtual storage capacity is
equivalent to a 5.97MWh virtual battery with a 4-hour storage
capacity.
TABLE II: Virtual battery sizes
Virtual size (kWh) 0 10 20 30
Number households 434 537 27 2
The data used in this case study has a diversity of retail
rates and PV generation outputs which allows studying the
sensitivity of the households’ storage operation to changes in
those parameters and how that impacts the statistical multi-
plexing through aggregation. First, retail rates can vary across
the day between peak and off-peak periods (except during
weekends which have a flat rate) and across seasons with
higher electricity prices in the summer. Then, a diversity in PV
generation outputs is provided by the different climate zones.
Finally, the rooftop PV sizing is based on the household’s load
which varies between individuals.
The distribution of the aggregated virtual schedule obtained
from problem (2) is represented in Figure 3. The associated
mean is 0.2kW with standard deviation 465kW. The charge
commands (positive values) corresponding to the summer
period are concentrated around 600kW while the winter values
are spread between 0 and 500kW. This is due to a higher solar
irradiance in the summer, which leads to increased storage
of the surplus PV generation during the day. While all the
discharge commands (negative values) present a peak between
-200kW and -500kW, the distributions of weekdays show a
second peak between -800kW and -1000kW. This secondary
peak corresponds to the intensive discharge during peak hours.
Indeed, because all households are under the same retail tariff,
there is a high correlation in their virtual storage operation
during peak periods as they all tend to discharge at the
same time. This analysis shows how dependent households’
storage uses are on parameters such as the retail tariff or
PV generation. Thus, it is important to aggregate users with
different net load profiles or facing different tariffs in order to
increase the statistical multiplexing.
Based on the aggregated virtual storage operation, we com-
pute the optimal battery size to install. This is the minimum
Fig. 3: Distribution of the aggregated virtual schedule∑
i∈N a
h
i,t over the simulated year (dashed line) and differ-
entiated between seasons and day types
battery size so that the physical battery is able to follow
the aggregated virtual commands at all times, which is equal
to 5.73MWh. The corresponding investment cost with a 4-
hour storage capacity is $334k/yr and the CSO’s yearly profit
is $13k/yr. As the virtual storage capacity cv is equal to
5.97MWh, the multiplexing gain is 4%. This multiplexing gain
is only due to the statistical multiplexing between households’
storage uses. If more diverse end user types are considered in
addition to households, such as small and medium businesses
(SMB), the multiplexing gain would increase.
B. Cloud Storage with access to external resources
In this section, the battery is only used for Cloud Storage
and unlike the previous case, the CSO has access to external
resources.
Using the same virtual battery characteristics for households
(chi , r
h
i ), i ∈ N, and operation strategies σhi,t as in Section
VI-A, we now simulate the optimal battery operation with
access to external resources for different battery sizes from 0
to cv with a fixed ratio cb/rb = 2 or 4.
The profit of the CSO over the simulated year, represented
in Figure 4, is the revenue from the households minus the
equivalent battery investment cost and the blocking cost. In
this case study, the revenue is equal to $347k/yr, which is the
equivalent investment cost for a battery of size cv . Without
any installed storage capacity, i.e. cb = 0, the total cost
is equal to the blocking cost only. This corresponds to the
arbitrage revenue households make through Cloud Storage
which is around $420k/yr. Thus, without a physical battery,
the revenue from households does not compensate the total
cost and the profit is negative. However, when the battery
capacity is equal to cv , there is no blocking cost and the
total cost is equal to the equivalent battery investment cost
over one year which is $347k/yr (resp. $382k/yr) for a 4-hour
(resp. 2-hour) storage capacity battery, leading to a zero profit
(resp. negative profit). Between these two extreme values, the
profit is a concave curve which finds its maximum around
4.53MWh for cb/rb = 4. Note that the profit curve for the 4-
hour storage capacity is above the 2-hour storage one, because
the investment cost increases with the battery power rate.
8Fig. 4: Annual profit (k$/yr) for a set of fixed (chi , r
h
i ) and
different battery sizes
Figure 5 illustrates the corresponding probability of block-
ing and the multiplexing gain for different battery sizes. The
probability of blocking decreases along with the multiplexing
gain when the battery size increases, both from 1 (cb = cv)
to 0 (cb = 0). The point corresponding to the optimal battery
size is defined by Gcs = 0.24 and P cs = 0.18.
The probability of blocking is higher for the 4-hour battery
than the 2-hour one with storage capacity below cb/cv = 0.65
due to more limiting constraints on the maximum power rate.
As discussed in Section V, P cs is just a scalar summary
of the blocking statistics. Complete statistics are presented
in Figure 6, which represents the distribution of blockings,
with a mean equal to 0.6kW and a standard deviation equal
to 200kW. The positive values correspond to the excess the
CSO cannot charge into the battery, while the negative values
correspond to the missing energy the CSO needs to get
from external resources. Most of the negative blockings are
concentrated around −150kW (Gaussian shape), while the
positive ones are spread between 0 and 600kW. We can see
that positive blockings have higher values in the summer than
during winter. Indeed, because the considered households have
rooftop solar, there is a high correlation between the charging
patterns around midday and the surplus solar generation, which
leads to the positive blockings. Thus, higher solar irradiance
in the summer leads to higher positive blockings compared to
winter. Note that the severity of the blockings is closely linked
to the correlation between the users’ storage operation. Thus,
it is important to target a population of Cloud Storage users
with a diversity of profiles and battery needs.
Fig. 5: Probability of blocking and multiplexing gain for a set
of fixed (chi , r
h
i ) and different battery sizes
In the 4-hour storage capacity case, Cloud Storage is
Fig. 6: Distribution of blockings
∑
i a
h
i,t − abt over the sim-
ulated year (dashed line) and differentiated between seasons
and day types for the optimal battery size
profitable for cb/cv > 0.37 and the annual profit increases by
$30k/yr for each additional MWh until it reaches the optimal
capacity value. The total cost under the optimal battery size is
$299k/yr, which can be split in an investment cost of $264k/yr
and a blocking cost of $35k/yr, and the CSO’s annual profit is
$48k/yr. With a total virtual storage capacity of 5.97MWh, the
multiplexing gain is 24%. Thus the access to external resources
allows an additional 20% multiplexing gain compared to the
previous scenario, and an additional yearly profit of $35k/yr.
The above profit for the CSO from the Cloud Storage
service is economically interesting compared to other services.
PG&E performed a study to assess the economic performance
of two of its large scale batteries from their participation in
the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) mar-
kets, also known as the EPIC Project [29]. This "real-world"
experiment showed that revenues from energy arbitrage on the
wholesale market were too low to compensate for the inherent
round trip efficiency of the batteries. Although revenues from
frequency regulation represented the highest value, they only
ranged between 2 and $7k/MW/month, which is still not
enough to offset the battery investment cost.
The simulation results confirm the advantage of aggregat-
ing a diversity of households’ types and accessing external
resources which allow overbooking beyond the one possible
from statistical multiplexing only. However, while statistical
multiplexing is free but limited, the access to external re-
sources almost quadruples the profit of the CSO in the case
study. Note that the additional profit allowed with blockings is
very sensitive to the battery investment cost and the electricity
prices faced by the CSO. Indeed, if the battery cost is high
and electricity prices are low during blockings, the CSO may
choose to allocate a lot more virtual capacity than he has
actually installed.
VII. COORDINATION OF CONGESTION MANAGEMENT AND
CLOUD STORAGE
In Section VI, Cloud Storage was presented as a single
battery service, i.e. the battery was only used for this ser-
vice. Thus, the storage capacity available for Cloud Storage
was constant over time and equal to the maximum battery
capacity. However, the flexibility of Cloud Storage allows its
9combination with other battery services in order to extract the
remaining value from residual storage capacities. The multi-
service use case presented in this paper is the coordination of
Cloud Storage with congestion management and is illustrated
by the RTE case. The framework which will be used by
RTE for battery operation scheduling to combine congestion
management with other services is presented in [15].
RTE is currently implementing the use of large batteries to
manage grid congestions in the sub-transmission grid. Three
zones with high renewable penetration have been selected in
France for the installation of such batteries. At these locations,
grid congestions are correlated with high renewable gener-
ation, so that batteries could help congestion management
through charging. Because this service is necessary for grid
reliability, the battery should be able to charge whenever there
is a grid event. Thus, congestion management scheduling has
the highest priority in a multi-service framework. However,
battery operation for congestion management does not require
the full storage capacity at all times, and the residual capacity
can be offered to other services.
[15] suggests compute the day-ahead bandwidths (i.e. safe
domains for grid operation scheduling ensuring no congestion)
which will be used for other services. Thus, the battery ca-
pacity available for Cloud Storage varies over time depending
on the grid forecast. Note that depending on the coordination
framework, the residual capacity could be known by the CSO
in advance. [15] proposes to compute bandwidths in day-ahead
or adjust the bandwidths in real-time due to uncertainties in
the forecasts.
In the case study presented in [15], the battery capacity
is fully available 87% of the time across the simulated year,
and the full capacity of the battery is used for congestion
management only 5% of the time. Thus, Cloud Storage has
access to the full storage capacity most of the time, and
depending on the correlation between grid congestions and
Cloud Storage operation, the reduced residual capacity may
have a minor impact on the blocking cost.
To ease comparison in our simulations, we consider a
battery of the same size that was found in Section VI-B, i.e.
cb = 4.53MWh and cb/rb = 4. We determine the variable
residual battery capacity based on the calculations presented
in [15], and replace (cb, rb) by (cbt , r
b
t ) in the equations of
problem (3). Then, we optimize the scheduling of the residual
battery capacity using the same Cloud Storage assumptions
used in Section VI-A. Figure 7 illustrates the battery schedul-
ing in energy for Cloud Storage considering the variable
residual capacity for one week with several congestions. We
can see that when there is no storage capacity available for
Cloud Storage (around h = 108 to 134), i.e. the full battery
capacity is needed for grid congestion management, the CSO
is forced to deviate from the aggregated virtual trajectory
(dashed line) and has to compensate with external resources.
Because of the reduced battery availability, the probability of
blocking is increased to P cs = 0.24. This results in a higher
blocking cost of $48k/yr and a total cost of $312k/yr.
In this case, the profit from Cloud Storage only, i.e. the
revenue from the virtual storage service minus the cost of
investment for the whole battery and the blocking cost, would
Fig. 7: Battery scheduling (state of charge) for Cloud Storage
considering the residual capacity not used for congestion
management for one week with grid congestions.
be equal to $35k/yr. However, this profit does not account
for the additional value added from congestion management.
In order to have a complete analysis, we should consider the
revenue from Cloud Storage as well as congestion manage-
ment. Though the grid value of storage is very sensitive to its
location, an approximate value of the battery providing con-
gestion management based on [26] would range from $20k/yr
to $30k/yr. Thus, the value from congestion management is
higher than the increase in blocking costs which makes this
multi-service battery use economically interesting.
Finally, to improve the synergy between Cloud Storage
and congestion management, use cases where one action of
the battery can simultaneously provide Cloud Storage and
congestion management services should be investigated. For
instance, the aggregated schedule of the households is charging
when the battery needs to be charged to remove a congestion.
In the case where the CSO has access to external resources,
use cases where the price of external resources is low during
congestions could also be interesting.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed Cloud Storage as a new business model
to share large electrical batteries among multiple end users in
a multi-service framework and we have introduced operational
metrics to assess its performance. Based on our empirical
analysis, we recommend that the CSO targets end users with
a diversity of profiles in order to increase the statistical
multiplexing. Moreover, the access to external resources is
essential to increasing the value of this business model beyond
the simple aggregation of users. Finally, Cloud Storage could
be combined with congestion management in cases which
favor the synergy between these two services.
This work can be extended in several directions. In addition
to operational flexibility, Cloud Storage can also provide
flexibility in the planning process. The CSO may start with
a small battery while offering a large virtual capacity and the
development of Cloud Storage would incentivize the instal-
lation of more batteries in the system. From the households’
perspective, storage may be accessible to a larger population
thanks to the flexibility and lower cost of Cloud Storage, which
may encourage DER adoption while avoiding grid defection.
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